Let rM be a left ^-module whose Morita context is nondegenerate, 5 = End(/{Af), and N = Hom(RM, R). If RM is also nonsingular, then the main results of Khuri (Proc. Amer. Math. Soc. 96 (1986), 553-559) are the following: (1) S is left (right) strongly modular if and only if any element of S which has zero kernel in rM{Nr) has essential image in rM(Nr) ; (2) S is a left (right) Utumi ring if and only if every submodule rU of rM (Ur of Nr) such that Ux = 0 (-*-[/* = 0) is essential in rM(Nr) . In this paper, we show that the same results hold in any nondegenerate Morita context without rM being nonsingular and that S is right nonsingular if and only if Nr is nonsingular.
Preliminaries
Throughout this paper, R and S are associative rings with identity. The left and right annihilators in S of a subset K of S will be denoted by l(K) and r(K), respectively. The notation Im{K) , rN(K), rs(U), ls(U*) will be used for annihilators in RM of K C S, in A^ of K C S, in S of U C RM, and in S of U* C NR, respectively. The notation U Ce RM will be used to indicate that U is an essential i?-submodule of rM . Recall that KM is said to be nonsingular if, for m e rM , annR(m) Ce R, then m = 0.
Recall that a Morita context (R, M, N, S) consists of two rings R and S, two bimodules rMs and $Nr , and two bimodule homomorphisms (-,-):
M<8>s N -> R and [-,-] This is equivalent to the eight natural maps associated with the Morita context being injective (e.g., two of these maps are m i-> (m, -) and r h-+ (n *-* nr) e End(JV«) formeM, n e N, and r e R). The standard context (R, M, N = Hom(/?M, R), S = End(«Af)) is nondegenerate if and only if RM is torsionless and faithful and RR is /-free; that is, Ir ^ 0 whenever 0 ^ r e R [2] . In this case, the module rM is called nondegenerate; however, we will consistently work on a general Morita context instead of a standard one from a module. Similarly we can show that Ms, jVr , and the two pairings are faithful.
Main results
First we need the following useful lemma.
Lemma 2. If RM is I-free and SS is J-free, then:
If Nr is I-free and Ss is J-free, then:
Proof. We only prove (a') and (b'); the rest of the proof is similar. (2) Similarly.
Recall that a ring S is called left Utumi if K C SS and r(K) = 0 => K ce SS; S is called right Utumi if H C Ss and 1(H) = 0=>HCeSs [1] . If U C RM, U* C NR,\et Ux = {neN, {U,n) = 0}, LU* = {m e Af, (w, £/*) = 0}. Finally, we observe that there is no difference between the roles of R and S in a nondegenerate Morita context in the situation under consideration, so we can have all versions related to R, Ms , and sN of all the results in this paper simply from symmetry.
